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Operations and Procedure Guide for Motorized Apple and
Pear Crusher
Enoitalia makes one of the easiest and safest motorized apple and pear crushers available. Follow
these easy steps to stay safe and make some amazing, homemade cider and perry..
Step 1 - Prepare your apples or pears by cutting them into quarters and removing the seeds. Put your cut fruit
into a bucket to add to the Crusher.
Step 2 - Place the Motorized Crusher in a safe place next to your cutting station. Before plugging it in, ensure
that the chute is properly placed on the motor stand. There are two easy turn bolts on the front where the
chute connects to the motor, and it fits on by aligning the lip in the back of the chute and motor, then
tightening both bolts. Make sure it is properly attached and safe.
Step 3 - Using an extension cord (not provided with rental), plug in the Motorized Crusher. Ensure that the
Emergency Stop Button right below the On/Off Switch is not engaged by gently turning it clockwise so that it
pops out. You can stop the machine at any time by pressing this button in.
Step 4 - Place a catch bucket under the motor to catch all of the crushed fruit that will be coming out.
Step 5 - Turn on the Motorized Crusher and slowly feed in your cut fruit from the bucket to the top of the chute.
You will see crushed fruit coming out into your catch bucket. When the catch bucket is full, turn the Motorized
Crusher off and change the catch bucket to an empty one. If you are using a press, the ground fruit is now
ready to press!
Step 6 - Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you are out of fruit.
Step 7 - Once you are out of fruit, unplug the machine and begin cleaning!

